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Point pattern analysis: an application to the loyalty networks of chain stores 

Giovanni A. RABINO* and Lorenzo MASTRANGELO † 

 
 
Abstract 

At the 41st congress of E.R.S.A. Staufer-Steinnocher (2001) proved as a point pattern 

analysis technique, the kernel density estimation approach, can be usefully applied to 

geomarketing. Accordingly, the aim of this paper is to show how this tool, like other 

point pattern analysis techniques (centrographic statistics, nearest neighbour index, 

Ripley's K, etc.) can be exploited in marketing and micromarketing researches, allowing 

to explicit the "geographical knowledge" embedded in available information. Here we 

investigate this approach, using data on locations of the outlets of  a big italian retail 

group and its partners. 

 
 
1   The problem 

Modern retail market is characterized by an high degree of uncertainty and complexity. 

In this context the patrimony of immaterial resources, consumer’s loyalty in primis, 

becomes the most important target for companies and their marketing or, more 

correctly, micromarketing actions. 

The main activity in which the micromarketing gets down to facts is the realization and 

management of the loyalty program: through which these the companies aim to take 

advantage of the behavioural heterogeneity of the customers.  

A number of innovations were gradually introduced in the loyalty programs, respect to  

the original outline, in which only a reduction in price according to the expense carried 

out was considered. In particular more complex mechanics, loyalty cards, prizes 

brochure, a greater coherence of the program with the company position, change in the 

duration of the promotional sales and development of a partners network were 

introduced. 

The latter is surely the most interesting among these innova tions. It consists of an 

integration or coordination of the loyalty programs of the chain store with one or more 

loyalty programs which other companies had already developed as a stand alone 
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initiatives. The choice of the partners is obviously not accidental, but it is performed 

among all the companies that share an identical target of consumers.  

The aim of this paper is to investigate the features of these initiatives. The organization 

of these networks could be indeed the symptom of important strategies of 

diversification of the activity of the great distribution with respect to the core business 

(Mauri, 2001).  

This hypothesis has been suggested from the continuous presence of one particular kind 

of partner,  i.e. those of the fuel distribution companies in this kind of initiatives, all 

over the Europe and USA. These enterprises offer a type of products analogous to the 

chain stores: their sale points have one land spread comparable to that one of 

supermarkets and hypermarkets and the frequency of visits is comparable approximately 

weekly for both.  

Although in a qualitative way, the geographic variable suggests a closest relation 

between these partners, compared to others composing the network, which are normally 

represented by companies of services. 

Accordingly to two specific italian real cases we ask ourselves whether geomarketing 

and actually point pattern analysis techniques, may help us to clarify this matter. We 

also aim to investigate whether point pattern synthetic indexes might give us a more 

precise indication of the effectiveness and real aims of these promotional initiatives. 

 
 
2   Point Pattern Analysis 

Point pattern analysis deals with the simplest type of spatial data, a point pattern. By 

this we mean a data set consisting of a series of point locations in a study region at 

witch events of interest have occurred. A spatial point pattern is simple because the data 

comprise only the coordinates of events at least at the most basic level. This doesn’t 

mean that analysis is easier than for the other types of spatial data; from a statistical 

perspective point patterns can be mathematically more complex to handle (Bailey and 

Gatrell, 1995).  

Generally point pattern analysis techniques allow to understand when and where, events 

of a distribution are organized in the space either randomly or regularly or in cluster of 

different size corresponding to certain locations. 

From a statistical point of view this occurs analyzing the so-called first and second 

order properties of the distribution. Some techniques, as the kernel density estimation, 
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allow to analyze the first order properties, that characterize a considering the intensity, 

or density, of the events in the region of study R. Briefly the determination of the 

medium number of events for each zone A,  in which R can be arbitrarily decomposed, 

allows to estimate the global trend or wider scale of the distribution. 

On the other hand, techniques such as the K-function allow to estimate the second order 

properties of the distribution, i.e. relations and interactions of the events on a local 

scale. As any distribution is characterized from a mix of these properties, the two kind 

of techniques must be used therefore in complementary way.  

 
 
3   Esselunga-TotalFina network: a geomarketing analysis 

Here is shown the analysis of the partners network constituted by Esselunga chain stores 

and the TotalFina fuel stations placed in the geographic area under investigation. A 

second analysis, carried out on the network of an other important italian retail group 

(Coop), gave similar results, thus it is here omitted for brevity.  

The data employed are the following:  

A. Esselunga chain stores in the area under investigation (78 sale points)  

B. TotalFina fuel stations that belong to the network in the area under investigation 

(161 sale points)  

C. TotalFina fuel stations globally present in the area under investigation (280 sale 

points)  

The visualization of these three distributions on the map of the area represents the first 

obvious but precious passage of the analysis. The observation of both total and local 

course of the events and the mutual position of the same events, lead us to formulate the 

first hypothesis of the geographical characteristics of network.  

The first impression reflects the substantial likeness in the course of the distributions as 

for the previous points A) and B). TotalFina fuel stations that belong to the promotional 

network (57% of the fuel stations in the area) are usually the closest to the Esselunga 

chain stores. This seems to be the most conceivable result. Spatial closeness among 

chain stores and fuel station makes easier the transit of the same consumer from a point 

to the other and therefore the enjoyment of the prizes for his fidelity to the network.  

Next paragraphs will show main results obtained by some point pattern analysis 

techniques implemented by CrimeStat freeware software and used in order to confirm, 

or reject, our first observations.  
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4   Centrographic statistics 

The most basic type of descriptors for a spatial distribution of events is centrographic 

statistics. These indexes represent basic parameters of the distribution, and therefore its 

first order properties. They are called centrographic in that they are two dimensional 

correlates to the basic statistical moments of a single variable distribution: mean, 

standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis (Bachi, 1957; Levine, 1999). 

By applying the concept of mean center, standard deviation of the coordinates, standard 

distance deviation and standard deviational ellipse to the three distributio ns under 

analysis, we obtain easily interpretable outcomes, well coherent with our expectations 

(Fig.1). 

Central indexes as well as dispersion measures around to the mean value show clearly 

how distribution B) (TotalFina fuel stations joining the promotion) tends to events of 

distribution A) (Esselunga chain stores). This trend is quite different compared 

distribution C) (TotalFina fuel stations globally considered).  

 

 
Fig. 1 – Standard distances 
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5   Distance analysis 

Centrographic statistics provide useful indications on the general behaviour of the 

distributions in the studied area. However anything is known about the local behaviour 

of these distributions. To this aim we can use some of the spatial distance based analysis 

techniques like K-Order Nearest Neighbours Index and K-function.  

In figure 2 the K-Order Nearest Neighbours Index for “A”, “B” and “C” distributions 

are compared. The graph shows the nearest neighbour indices up to the 50th order. Edge 

effects corrections have not been considered.  
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Fig. 2 – K-Order Nearest Neighbours Index 

 
The information we obtain from this graph are coherent with those of the previous 

paragraph but also slightly deeper. 

The nearest neighbour index is scaled from 0 (extreme clustering) up to 1 (extreme 

dispersion), equal to the expected value under complete spatial randomness condition. 

All the distributions are much more concentrated than K-order spatial randomness, 

which is the scale (order) considered.  

Distribution “A” (Esselunga chain stores) are more concentrated than distribution “B” 

(TotalFina fuel station joining the network). Moreover the most interesting point for our 

analysis is that events of the distribution “B” are more concentrated than those 

belonging to the distribution “C” (TotalFina fuel stations globally considered).  
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We can’t demonstrate at the moment whether the different behaviour of “B” events 

comes from the presence of the “A” distribution events, that is whether  events keep to 

concentrate around “A” events. However previous results seem to confirm this 

expectation. Similar results come from the K-function based analysis. 

L(d) statistics values for “B” and “C” distributions are reported in the graphs of figure 3 

and 4, with the envelopes that delimit the region of significance obtained through 1000 

simulations in conditions of complete spatial randomness.  
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Fig. 3 – Ripley’s K (“B” events) 
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Fig. 4 – Ripley’s K (“C” events) 

 

Figure 3 shows a graph of L against distance for “B” events and compares this to both 

the envelope produced from 1000 random simulations as well as the L distribution from 

the 2001 population; this latter variable was obtained by taking the centroid of  

Lombardia’s boroughs and using population as the intensity variable. As can be seen, 

the amount of  clustering is much greater than both the random envelope as well as the 

distribution of  population. In other words “B” events are more clustered together than 

what would be expected basing on population distribution and this holds for distance up  

to 68 kilometres. Figure 4 shows the distribution of “C” events, compared both to a 

random envelope and the distribution of population. We find that “C” events are more 

clustered than population distribution, but less than “B” events for identical distances. 

Thus, the distribution of L confirms the result that “B” events tend to spread over a 

much larger geographical area in smaller clusters than “C” events, which tend to be 

more concentrated in large clusters.  

Now we have to explore the features of these clusters and the mutual interactions 

between the distributions using the kernel density estimation approach.  
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6   Kernel Density Estimation 

Kernel density estimation is an interpolation technique suitable for individual point 

locations. Interpolation is a technique for generalizing occurrences in an entire area.  

Applying this approach to our distributions we obtain density maps that easily 

demonstrate our previous issues: zones characterized by an high density of “B” events 

(TotalFina fuel stations joining the network) parallel those in which “A” events have the 

highest density. On the other hand “C” distribution areas with not null density which are 

not present in density map of “B” distribution appear to overlap with zones in which 

supermarket are not located (Fig. 5). 

Therefore the previous paragraph hypothesis was right: the presence of fuel stations 

joining the promotional network strongly depends on presence or absence of the chain 

stores in the same zones. 

 

 
Fig. 5 – Kernel Density Estimation  
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In the next paragraph our distributions will be finally analyzed with an interaction 

analysis perspective. Although next results will not deal with point pattern analysis, 

they might be to definitively and easily confirm the previously reported outcomes.  

 
 
7   Spatial interaction analysis 

Gravitation areas or attraction’s poles are aggregations of elementary territorial units, as 

boroughs, that show systematic commuting phenomena from an origin zone - usually 

the residential area, to a destination area which exerts attraction force on the first one.  

So gravitation areas outline social groups travelling daily for job, entertainment, and so 

on. The zones that attract these groups are cities, districts, extra city areas where goods 

and services are particularly concentrated and characterized by high qualitative 

standards, more convenient prices, and so on.  

The so called  SOMEA (an italian research group) gravitational areas seem to be 

suitable for our specific matter referring to the retail framework (Fig. 6). 

First of all we consider the distribution of the Esselunga chain stores. If gravitation 

areas hypothesis is correct we expect to find the greater part of the outlet in those 

boroughs which exert an attraction force on the other boroughs belonging to the same 

gravitational area. By this way chain stores would be potentially able to intercept 

consumers of its own city and consumers of the zones which compose the gravitation 

area.  

By GIS software we can carry out a simple spatial selection query of the chain stores 

located in these boroughs. The number of outlets fulfilling this condition is equal to 51 

and represents 91% of the outlets of the study region.  
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Fig. 6 – Gravitation areas for retail market 

 

Now we consider the distribution of the fuel station joining the promotional network. 

Carrying out another spatial selection query by GIS software it is easy to see how the 

great part of the sale points (71.4%) are in the same areas of the chain stores. The 

percentage is equal to 91. 3% considering immediately adjacent zones.  

So, consumers moving towards central areas localities for shopping can take advantage 

by the partner network collecting promotional scores not only in the chain stores but 

also in the next fuel stations and in the fuel stations they find in their trips.  

According to previous paragraph results we can therefore assert that partners 

promotional networks enable retail chain stores to strengthen and amplify their own 

influence and indirectly their presence on the territory.  
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8   Summary and future research 

The aim of this paper was characterize the nature of fidelity network of one important 

italian retail group on a geographical perspective. To address this issue we have 

employed some point pattern analysis techniques. Using affordable algorithms and 

simple output these techniques have allowed a deeper understanding of this matter.  

The application of such techniques to our particular distributions, i.e. very frequent in 

marketing and micromarketing problems shows their great potentialities in such 

promising discipline as geomarketing.  

Finally we believe that point pattern analysis tools should be surely further investigated 

for their applicability to other important geomarketing problems. 
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